Volunteer Office Medic

Being based at our exciting country office in Nepal or Costa Rica gives you the unique opportunity to develop your clinical and remote medical skills, whilst learning more about the operational running of an Expedition and getting to grips with all its logistical challenges along the way. You will:

• Prepare the groups’ medical kits on your arrival, with support from the in-country Operations Manager and UK medical team and alongside your fellow Office Medics.
• Review all medical information for our volunteers and follow up communication with the UK medical team.
• Deliver medical one-to-one support for Project Managers without a Medic in their team, to ensure they and their volunteers gain the most from their experience. This is also a great opportunity for you to develop your telemedicine and remote leadership skills.
• Deliver basic First Aid training to our teams, look after the general health of all volunteers and play a key role during any medical emergencies.
• Be the key point of contact for documenting any medical reports through our online confidential records system, transcribing for and supporting your fellow Project Medics.
• Get stuck into the planning, communications and coordination of our teams to ensure everything runs smoothly and that we deliver a successful and impactful Expedition.

Essential skills

• Qualified Doctor, Registered General Nurse or Paramedic with a minimum of two years’ acute experience post qualification.
• Medical skills that are transferable to remote static environments.
• Ability to lead and work within a diverse team.
• To be flexible and adaptable in a challenging and changeable environment.

I had a very positive experience and because Raleigh has established relationships in-country, dedicated in-country staff and comprehensive procedures, they are a good organisation to work with, especially for a first time experience. Raleigh is held in high regard by other organisations around the world and my time with you has helped my career enormously.

Nicholas
Nepal Medic